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CAREFUĹY GUARDED SECRET

BY David Brown representing Combined British Dress

With General Eisenhower,

At Advanced Allied Command Post,

September 9.

With the news of this morning's landings on the Italian "beaches, the reason for

the timing of the announcement of the Italian surrender becomes immediately apparent.

A space of ten hours or thereabouts permitted time for the news to filter through Italy,

and especially throughout the Italian army in order to reduce the opposition to

strictly Gorman opposition. A carefully guarded secret' of several weeks, according
to all outward indications, caught the Germans entirely by surprise. It probably was

no surprise to the Germans that the Italians wanted to got out of the war - but that

they had actually done sc under the Germans* very nose must have resulted in scenes of

consternation and hurried activity in Italy last night.

At Allied Headquarters the feeling is that had Germany known ,sho would have

occupied Acme immediately in accordance with her usual technique, occupying the capital

of the invaded country* The steps the Italian leaders who arranged the surrender had

taken to savo themselves can only be guessed at.

The extent of the aid the Italians will render the Allies in response to broadcasts

and leaflets is also indeterminable. Put it appears certain that one of the Germans’

first moves last night must have been to occupy Acme and immediately sot up a Fascist

government. The logical heal! thereof would appear to be Farinacci, Badoglio and bis

government ore shrewd enough to have arranged to escape to a haven of safety. The

Italians have long desired to quit the war, their feeling towards the Germans having

grown embittered from the long shameful treatment of Russia, neglect of the Italians in

Tunisia, and Sicily, and the disregard of Italian senior officers all creating an atmos-

phere that they were/masters in an occupied country.

The toughest problem thus far in the Mediterranean theatre lies ahead for General

Eisenhower and the Allied farces, "While the Italian surrender has been undoubtedly
blown up in the British and American press an an outstanding victory with the implica-
tion that fighting in Italy had ended, there is quite an opposite view here. It is

recognised, oven if Italian troops and tho civil population fail to intervore on the side

of the Allies, their mere failure to actively help tho Germans improves the prospects
of the speedy success of today’s landings by that much. However, the German policy
must be to stop the Allies getting: near its life lines at any cost, and tho possession
of airfields in north Italy will be bitterly contested.

The Germans fought the most bitter kind of fight through Tunisia and Sicily, and

there is no reason to expect that in Italy, where they are much stronger, much more

solidly entrenched, they will do less. If the Italians load stuck to thorn they would
he in a much more advantageous position, and therc will undoubtedly bo at least minor

sabotage carried out for the benefit of the Allies. But unanimously among the Allied

loaders from General Eisenhower down is the belief that we still have the hardest nut

to crack. Of the three campaigns thus far begun in this theatre - Tunisia, Sicily,

Italy - this is far and away the hardest. Our commanders cannot visualise it as ether

than a tough bitter fight.

Regardless of the toughness of tho prospects and increased hazards. General Eisen-

hower told me on the ovc of tho assault that he had decided to stop nibbling away at

islands and take a crack at the reel thing. This fuller scale invasion implementing
the Eighth Army’s attack at Calabria, coupled with the Italian surrender, poses serious

problems for the Germans,

The bulk of the Italian divisions arc at present out of Italy, garrisoned in the

Balkans, Sardinia, Corsica. - possibly kept from Italy deliberately by tho Germans.

They may now oc disarmed at those places, taken as German prisoners, held as hostages.
Or, if they arc to be sent to Italy, who is to provide the great volume of transport
essential for such a. move? It may prove easier for Italy to get some of her troops

.bank the shorter distance through southern Prance,
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In the noontime Germany is faced with the necessity of replacing these garri-

son which imposes heavy extra strain upon her resources etc a critical time when on

extra strain is felt to the utmost.

While the whole theatrical story of armistice negotiations with secret trips

in carefully routed airplanes,■secret negotiators and nightlong,sessions is net

yet able to be revealed, it is loomed that the whole background cf the negotiations
remained throughout nearly three weeks, "unconditional surrender”, and despite all

Italian efforts, there were no compromises and no concessions made to them* It

oan be safely assumed that the dispose! of the Italian fleet and merchant shipping

to which Admiral Cunningham's broadcast last night referred, was thoroughly discussed

during the negotiations.

The armistice, which _was careful to avoid economic, financial and policed

commitments, was. announed by Allied Headquarters, because it is essentially a military

armistice- granted, after Italy had been beaten in the field, Negotiation and imple-
mentation of the armistice, which, according to one high Allied officer, ’’took

great courage" on the part of the Italians, will only be full^ asayable alter two

or three cloys*

It is impossible for the Italian, negotiators, under the circumstances, to hare

offered any guarantees beyond their good faith, And results will only appear after

a period of■chaps engendered by frantic German moves and Allied landings have been

cleared up. However, the Allies had everything to gain and nothing to lose in

such a deal even lacking guarantees. Even if the Italians lay down their guns
and do not offer

any active assistance to the Allies or obstruct the Germans they
are helping Allied progress simply by staying out cf the fight.
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